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Abstract. The historic development of Arvicolidae and other small mammals in the 
Pleistocene is reviewed. The temporal sequence of taxa and their migrations are discus
sed. The time of origin of the Recent species is investigated. Mammal associations of the 
Late Pleistocene are the basis for the formation of the Recent communities. The peculiar 
role of the eastern European periglacial faunas in this process is noted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Problems regarding the development of the mammal fauna have up till now been studied mainly 
from the zoogeographical and ecological points of view, while less attention has been paid to 
taxonomic aspects. Taxonomic analysis has seldom been applied to the study of the history of the 
mammal fauna, especially at the species level. Such analysis is hindered by a number of problems, 
discrimination of the Recent species from their predecessors being the most complicated among 
them. This discrimination is almost impossible when direct evolutionary transformation has 
occurred.

Other problems are associated with the migration of taxa and ecological groups, sometimes 
even of whole faunas. Such migrations are conditioned by the transformation of landscapes and 
climate. The most significant transformations occurred in the Late Pleistocene, the time of the 
glacial maximum in the Palearctic region. The mammal fauna of this period can be considered as 
the foundation of the Recent fauna. The identification of centers of origin and dispersal routes of 
the taxa is important in this connection.

A third group of problems is associated with incompleteness of the fossil record and with our 
insufficient knowledge of Recent faunas, especially in so far as zoogeographical aspects are 
concerned. The latter seem to be very important, because problems of the formation of the mammal 
fauna are associated with landscape and climatic zonation.

III. THE FORMATION OF RECENT SMALL MAMMAL FAUNA IN EASTERN EUROPE

Reliable records of Insectivora are known from the southern part of eastern Europe since the 
Early Pleistocene (Villanyian and Biharian faunas). It is not possible to determine the time of












